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Abstract

Using Bayesian meta-analysis methods, we estimate the impact of unconditional cash

transfers on nine primary outcomes in a sample of 50 randomized evaluations from middle

and low income countries. We find strong and positive average treatment effects per dollar

transferred on consumption, food security, and income. Critically, given theoretical and

policy debates on the topic, we do not find evidence that cash discourages work. We

document important heterogeneity along four key dimensions. First, there are important

differences by disbursement schedule. Though both stream and lump sum transfers generate

increases in consumption and income, the impact of streams flows through food consumption

and labor supply while lump sum transfers tend to facilitate asset accumulation. Second,

treatment effects across the board show no sign of dissipation over time. Third, effects

generally tend to be larger for samples that are less poor to begin with. Fourth, and in line

with earlier work, we find slightly diminishing marginal returns to transfer size. Benefit-cost

analyses that define benefits as the net present value of the predicted treatment effect on

consumption yield ratios between 83% and 414%.
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1 Introduction

Cash transfers have emerged in recent decades as a primary instrument for administering

development aid. There are practical, theoretical, and empirical reasons for this trend.

On a practical level, cash transfers are operationally simpler, and thus require lower

administrative costs, can be rolled out quickly (e.g., for humanitarian and emergency

purposes), and are scaled more easily than interventions that require more extensive

logistical efforts. On a theoretical level, cash transfers appeal to principles of autonomy

by empowering recipients to make their own choices with transferred resources. On an

empirical level, there have been many evaluations, typically randomized controlled trials

(Schady and Araujo 2006; Covarrubias et al. 2012; Mel et al. 2012; Blattman et al. 2014;

Haushofer and Shapiro 2016), often finding positive results. We analyze this corpus using

a meta-analysis that draws on 83 academic papers reporting on 50 unconditional cash

transfer (UCT) programs from 26 low- and middle-income countries. This leaves us with

329 treatment effect estimates across 9 primary outcomes from 64 distinct endline surveys.

The modal program in our sample is aimed at poor households and motivated by

long-term “development” goals, as opposed to humanitarian interventions that are more

narrowly addressed at recent or ongoing emergencies. Almost all programs in our sam-

ple broadly target poor households, with secondary target populations being children (17

programs), micro-enterprise owners (five programs), and smallholder farmers (four pro-

grams). Fourty-four of the 50 randomized interventions are motivated by long-term con-

cerns about post-conflict development, social protection, child health and development,

business and livelihood promotion, and other development aims, broadly construed. Of

the six humanitarian programs we analyze, three are COVID-19 related and two target

victims of natural disasters.

A key dimension by which the programs in our sample differ is their disbursement

schedule. Thirty of the 50 programs include a transfer disbursed as a stream of typically

monthly payments of a median amount of 42 USD PPP (ranging from 10 to 195 USD

PPP per month). Twenty-five of the 50 programs feature a lump sum transfer of a median
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amount of 403 USD PPP (ranging from 15 to 2,571 USD PPP total).1 Transfers were

more likely to be disbursed in cash (31 programs) than electronically, with mobile money

transfers (16 programs) vastly more prevalent than bank transfers (three studies).

We use Bayesian hierarchical models to jointly estimate the average effect of UCT

programs across nine primary outcomes: total household consumption, household food

consumption, food security, assets, income, labor supply, psychological well-being, educa-

tion, and physical child health. We focus primarily on stream versus lump sum transfer

schedules and on the dissipation or amplification of treatment impact over time. That

being said, we also examine how impacts vary based on the average consumption level

of the sample and present second-order effects to estimate whether the marginal benefit

decreases with the size of the transfer.

We are not the first to conduct a meta-analysis of cash transfer studies. Table 1

compares our meta-analysis to the existing meta-analytical literature on the impacts of

cash transfer programs. We add to the literature along three key dimensions. First, we

analyze a wide range of social and economic outcomes. Most existing meta-analyses focus

on a narrow set of outcomes, and are thus accompanied by more nuanced and theoretical

discussions of the link from cash transfers to, e.g., child health. On this dimension,

the closest study to ours is Kabeer and Waddington 2015 which spans consumption,

investment, and labor.

Second, we include dynamic estimates, i.e., whether treatment effects dissipate or

compound over time. This analysis complements three other analyses, Wollburg et al.

2023, McGuire et al. 2022, and Kondylis and Loeser 2021, that address dissipation in

different ways. Wollburg et al. 2023 compares short-run and long-run estimates of mostly

UCT RCTs on mental health outcomes to show that the small but statistically significant

short-run effects they find on depression dissipate in the long-run. McGuire et al. 2022,

in a more diverse sample that includes both RCTs and non-randomized designs as well

1Programs with stream and lump sum transfer elements add up to more than the total sample size of

50 programs because five programs involve both a stream and a lump sum transfer.
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as both CCTs and UCTs, finds little dissipation of the small effects they estimate on

depression. Kondylis and Loeser 2021 studies treatment effect persistence specifically

with respect to transfer size and finds that the impact of larger transfers dissipates at

higher rates.

Third, our work covers a larger set of papers, and three key covariates: the disburse-

ment schedule (stream versus lump sum), time since transfer onset, the poverty level of

the sample, and the second derivative of the transfer amount (the first derivative is part

of the core estimates throughout). These covariates for which we examine heterogeneity

are critical for mapping the impacts of UCT programs to theories of change, for example

in examining the hypothesis that borrowing and saving constraints would lead stream

transfers to be spent more on consumption.

2 Data

2.1 Study inclusion

Our meta-analysis focuses on RCTs of UCT programs in low- and middle-income coun-

tries. Following the approach by Croke et al. (2016) and Kondylis and Loeser 2021,

we identify studies using two approaches. First, we gather studies from two secondary

sources: the GiveDirectly Cash Evidence Explorer and the Overseas Development Insti-

tute’s 2016 report “Cash transfers: what does the evidence say?”. Second, we conduct

a search of databases and registers of scholarly research using key words. Our combined

search yields a universe of 2,577 studies, of which 83 meet the inclusion criteria of our

meta-analysis.2

We restrict our analysis to studies that meet the following inclusion criteria:

1. The study analyzes an RCT. We consider a study to be an RCT if a) treatment

assignment is randomized and b) the control group receives no or minimal cash (or

a placebo).

2A complete description of our systematic search is provided in our supplementary materials.
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2. At least one of the study’s treatment arms is an UCT.

(a) This includes UCT programs with non-coercive behavioral components to the

treatment, such as an onsite information session or labelled cash transfers. It

excludes conditional cash transfers (CCTs), which require ongoing behavioral

compliance with certain conditions to continue receiving the cash transfer (most

commonly school attendance).3

(b) This includes non-contributory pension programs.

(c) This excludes cash transfers that are merely a component of a multi-faceted

program without a pure UCT treatment arm.

3. The study’s experiment takes place in a low- or middle-income country (as defined

by World Bank classification).

4. The study reports results on any outcomes related to consumption, food security,

income, assets, savings, business performance, labor supply, child health and devel-

opment, education, or psychological well-being.

2.2 Data extraction

We collect the following information from the studies in our sample:

Stream and lump sum transfers: To determine the effect of program design on the

impact of UCTs, we distinguish between stream and lump sum transfer programs. In

general terms, a stream transfer program delivers small amounts of cash at regular in-

tervals over an extended period of time while a lump sum transfer program delivers a

large amount of cash all at once. We define an intervention as a lump sum program if the

3Two programs in our sample, Bono de Desarrollo Humano (BDH) in Ecuador and Programa de Apoyo

Alimentario (PAL) in Mexico, were nominally conditional cash transfers. In practice, PAL’s conditions

were not enforced, and participants mostly did not adhere to them (Avitabile et al. 2019). The BDH’s

conditions were never implemented due to administrative constraints (Hidrobo and Fernald, 2013).
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cash is delivered in no more than three installments over no more than two months. All

other transfer schedules, ranging from five weekly transfers to six quarterly transfers, are

considered stream transfer programs.

Months since first transfer: We use the number of months between the first transfer

of the UCT program and the endline survey to capture the dynamic impacts of UCTs,

as in McGuire et al. 2022.4 If a study does not report time since last transfer, we infer it

based on the program’s scheduled timeline.

Control group mean monthly consumption: We collect extract the control group

mean from the results tables of all papers that report consumption as an outcome. If

control group mean is not reported at endline, we extract the baseline control group con-

sumption level. We convert consumption as reported to monthly household consumption

by scaling the reported amount for time period and household size if necessary (e.g., weekly

per capita consumption is multiplied by 4.3 and the average household size to convert to

monthly household consumption). For programs that don’t report total consumption as

an outcome, we predict household consumption from related outcomes (food consump-

tion, food security, total assets, income, and labor supply) using a linear regression when

possible.

Electronic transfers: We identify which programs in our sample deliver UCTs electron-

ically, which includes both bank transfers and mobile money transfers (such as M-PESA).

Total amount transferred and monthly amount transferred: We calculate the

total transfer amount by taking the average sum of the value of all transfers made to

program beneficiaries by the time of the endline survey, as in Kondylis and Loeser 2021.

Additionally, we construct a monthly amount transferred variable by taking the average

amount of money transferred per month during the UCT program. For stream trans-

4McGuire et al. 2022 uses months since first transfer. Kondylis and Loeser 2021 uses month since last

transfer to be conservative with respect to finding large persistence of impact of cash transfers.
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fer programs, this is usually simply the transfer amount as most stream programs pay

monthly, but in some instances they pay more or less frequently and thus we calculate

the average total monthly transferred. For lump sum transfer programs, we divide the

lump sum amount by the number of months since the first transfer. This thus converts

the lump sum to a figure more comparable to the stream design, as it is the amount

that would have been transferred monthly had the total transfer amount remained the

same but been paid in a stream rather than all at once. Both transfer amounts are then

converted to 2010 USD PPP.

Treatment effect per dollar transferred: We extract treatment effects directly from

the papers’ results tables, prioritizing estimates that disaggregate by survey round and

treatment arm and that contain fewer control variables.5 Outcomes denominated in cur-

rency are converted to 2010 USD PPP. Psychological well-being and food security out-

comes are standardized, if necessary, by dividing by the control group standard deviation.6

See supplementary materials for a complete description of how each outcome variable is

converted to common units. Once converted to appropriate units, we divide all treatment

effects by the total amount transferred and monthly amount transferred to construct the

two outcome variables used in our analysis. This allows our results to be interpreted as

the treatment effect per (monthly) dollar transferred.

We prefer to use treatment effect per monthly amount transferred for stream transfers,

because theory suggests that much of the impact of stream disbursements comes from their

immediate consumption rather than their investment and long-term returns. Therefore,

it seems inappropriate to consider a stream UCT program half as effective at month 24 as

at month 12 if its treatment effects are consistent over that time period, which would be

what treatment effect per total amount transferred captures. By contrast, theory suggests

that recipients will save and invest a significant proportion of a lump sum transfer. We

5See supplementary materials for a complete description of our preferred specifications.
6See supplementary materials for the studies’ unstandardized treatment effects on food security and

psychological well-being outcomes.
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therefore prefer to use treatment effect per total amount transferred for lump sum UCT

programs. Furthermore, using treatment effect per (average) monthly amount for lump

sum transfers would cause us to inflate the returns of estimates from longer term endline

surveys.

3 The Model

A crucial methodological challenge is how to best aggregate information from multiple

RCTs to estimate a measure of the general effect of unconditional cash transfers with

credible external validity. An individual RCT can provide a consistent estimates of the

average treatment effect of cash transfers on an outcome of interest in a particular popu-

lation during a specific time period and context. But how much of such estimate is due

to idiosyncratic elements of the intervention (e.g. political instabilities in some treatment

regions dampened the effect of the intervention) and how much of it is due to statistical

regularities with generalizable external validity (e.g. cash transfers have higher effects on

consumption in lower income samples)? To carry out such task one needs assumptions

regarding the generative process of the data and a model to estimate it. However, there

is a tension between the strength of the maintained assumptions of the model and their

credibility (Manski, 20047) .

A first naive approach to aggregate evidence from multiple RCTs is to take an av-

erage of the estimates, weighted by the inverse of their estimated variance. However,

the approach relies on the very strong assumption that each estimate is an independent

draw from a common distribution (Rubin 1981). A consequence of this very restrictive

assumption, is that there cannot be any true heterogeneity in the effects across RCTs:

indeed variation in estimates is purely caused by variation in sampling. Rubin 1981 of-

fers a different approach, which both relies on less stringent assumptions and allows for

7”The credibility of inference decreases with the strength of the assumptions maintained”
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heterogeneity in the effects across RCTs. By introducing a hierarchical structure, the

single estimates are assumed to be sampled realizations from distinct distributions (i.e.

the first hierarchical layer), but whose parameters, in turn, come from a common dis-

tribution (i.e. the second hierarchical layer). In this way, we are able to both control for

the sampling variability of the estimates to look for a common effect, but at the same

time identify their true underlying heterogeneity, which can be due to certain contextual

features of the intervention.

Hierarchical Bayesian models naturally fit such a data structure and can be flexibly

implemented by relying on the assumption of exchangeability (a much weaker assumption

than independence). Building on the ”Representation Theorem” by De Finetti 1972, this

allows modeling data as independent, conditional on a set of parameters. Interpreting

exchangeability is, however, much less straightforward than interpreting independence:

Micheal Betancourt 2020 writes that ”[o]ften we are left without any underlying theory

for why a data generating process behaves differently in different contexts. In this case we

know that the behavior should vary across contexts but we don’t have any canonical way

of ordering or arranging those contexts by the unknown behavior. ... [E]xchangeability is

not a fundamental property of a system being observed but rather a consequence of how

we choose to observe that system!”. Our model is a further generalization of the original

Rubin (1981) model since we assume conditional exchangeability, as we characterize the

second layer distribution (or population distribution) to depend on a set of covariates.

This assumption means that, conditional on the RCT features that we consider, namely

type of transfer (lump sum or stream) and time of measurement (months since first

transfer), observations can be permuted across contexts, without affecting their joint

probability distribution.

Hinging on these two assumptions, we then assume a distributional and parametric

structure for our hierarchical model, where we denote by ˆTE, the empirical estimates of
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the Average Treatment Effects and by ŝe their respective standard errors8:

ˆTE ∼ MN

θ,


ŝe21 · · · 0

...
. . .

...

0 · · · ŝe2N




θ ∼ N
(
Xβ, σ2

θIN
)

∀k ∈ {1, ..., K} βk ∼ N (0, 25)

σθ ∼ Half −N ormal(0, 25).

As previously outlined, the model is a generalization of Rubin (1981), similar to the

hierarchical linear models of Hedges and Olkin (1983) and Raudenbush and Bryk (1985),

though the estimation is conducted in a Bayesian fashion.9 The treatment effect estimates

for a given outcome from all the studies (the Nx1 vector ˆTE) are drawn from distinct

and conditionally independent distributions centered around a parameter θ with variances

corresponding to their empirical estimates ŜE
2
, which are supposed to be consistent es-

timators of the former. Crucially, these parameters come from a common distribution

with a common mean and standard deviation, i.e. N (Xβ, σ2
θIN). However, contrary to

8Note that we choose a value of 25 for the variance of the coefficients of the expectation of θ’s

distribution. Considering that these coefficients are very small numbers (i.e., usually smaller than one in

absolute terms), these distributions are very dispersed and thus not very informative and are centered

around zero, since our agnostic prior hypothesis is of no effect for any of the variables.
9As Raudenbush and Bryk (1985) notices, this approach is formally of an Empirical Bayes nature,

since we use the data, i.e. ŝe, to inform the prior distributions. An advantage of this approach is that

it hinges on Frequentist asymptotic distributional results for which ATE estimates are asymptotically

Gaussian. In light of such considerations, the choice of the prior for θ is more general than it might seem

at first.
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the original Rubin (1981) model, θ is not centered around a common mean, but instead

around an expectation which depends on an RCT-specific set of covariates, with constant

additive and linear effects. This is what allows us to aggregate information across stud-

ies, while also estimating the parameters that characterize the underlying heterogeneity

across RCTs. In particular, we estimate the aggregated treatment effects separately for

lump sum and stream interventions, using two separate indicator variables L and S, i.e.

θ ∼ N (β1L+ β2S, σ2
θIN). In a second version of the model, we add a covariate for the

number of months since the first transfer M interacted with an indicator for lump sum

transfers, i.e. θ ∼ N (β1L+ β2S + β3M ∗ L+ β4M ∗ S, σ2
θIN). In this way, we are able to

estimate the dissipation or accumulation of treatment impact over time for lump sum and

stream interventions. In a third version of the model, we also add covariates for transfer

size (either total transfer amount or monthly tranche amount, depending on the outcome

specification) and average total consumption per month in the control group, i.e. θ ∼

N (β1L+ β2S + β3M ∗ L+ β4M ∗ S + β5T ∗ L+ β6T ∗ S + β7C ∗ L+ β8C ∗ S, σ2
θIN).

10 This

specification allows us to perform two estimations of crucial importance to policy-makers:

whether treatment effects are higher or lower in poorer samples and whether the marginal

effects of transfers display decreasing or increasing returns to scale.

The numerical estimation of the model is conducted using Stan (Stan Development

Team 2019), a state of the art software for Bayesian simulations, that uses an Hamiltonian

Monte Carlo procedure (M. Betancourt 2017) to explore posterior density distributions

using gradients. This approach allows for flexible definitions of priors and to estimate

even relatively complex models.

10To address missing data issues, we impute values using a simple regression with control group mean

as the only predictor, depending on the outcome of the observation.
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4 Results

We present average and heterogeneous treatment effects of UCT programs on a wide range

of economic, social, and health outcomes. The section is organized by outcome class,

split into household consumption and food security; assets, income, and labor supply;

child health, development, and education; and psychological well-being. We then discuss

whether the impact of UCTs accumulates or dissipates over time. We also examine the

marginal (”second derivative”) impact of the transfer amount on treatment effects per

dollar and the influence of the poverty level of the study sample on the impact of UCTs.

Tables 2 to 4 present our main results. Table 2 Panel A (top right quadrant) displays

average treatment effects per monthly amount transferred, our preferred treatment effect

definition for stream transfers. To enable comparisons, we show the equivalent estimate

for lump-sum transfers (top left quadrant), which treats the lump sum as if it had been

disbursed as a monthly stream. Panel B presents treatment effects per total amount

transferred. This is displayed for lump sum transfers only since the total transfer amount

of stream transfers is driven mostly by the tenure of the program.

Tables 3 and 4 display heterogeneous treatment effects. Table 3 presents the dynamic

treatment effects when the covariate months since first transfer is added to the model.

Results are arranged by program design (stream versus lump sum) and outcome variable

definition (per monthly amount versus per total amount) as in Table 2 with added columns

to illustrate the direction and magnitude of dynamic effects. Table 4 presents results from

our full model that also includes covariates for transfer amount (effectively the squared

term) and control group mean consumption level (i.e., poverty level of the sample for each

study). Table 5 uses the estimates from Tables 2 & 3 to inform a simple accounting model

of the overall costs and benefits of three hypothetical UCT programs.
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4.1 Household consumption and food security

We find that UCTs have a substantial impact on household welfare. Table 2, Panel B

shows that a lump sum UCT of 100 USD increases monthly household consumption by

1.5 USD (95% CI: 0.9, 2.2). Table 1, Panel A shows that a stream UCT program with

a monthly tranche of 100 USD increases monthly household consumption by 43.4 USD

(95% CI: 31.7, 56.3), while the effect of a cost-equivalent lump sum UCT program is

about half as large (θ = 23.7; 95% CI: 12.1, 35.6). This difference becomes plausible

when accounting for the substantially larger average transfer amounts for lump sum UCT

programs. Treatment effects at the median monthly transfer amount on consumption are

about 10 USD for both stream and lump sum transfers, which represents an increase in

monthly consumption of about 8% for the average household in the sample. This specific

result connects to Kondylis and Loeser 2021 which finds diminishing returns to scale for

UCT programs, though the distinction between lump-sum and stream is not estimated

in their analysis. The broader finding that cash transfers boost household consumption

is in line with the meta-analytical literature (see, Kondylis and Loeser 2021; Kabeer and

Waddington 2015).

We further find that the composition of consumption effects differs between stream

and lump sum transfers. While we estimate a large and statistically significant effect

of stream transfers on monthly household food consumption (θ = 50.3; 95% CI: 35.4,

66.9), the effect of lump sum programs is not significant and the point estimate is small

(θ = 6.3; 95% CI: -9.0, 22.2).11 In line with these results, we estimate a large 0.8 standard

deviation increase in food security per monthly 100 USD transferred for stream transfers

(95% CI: 0.6, 1.1). This compares to an increase for lump sum transfers that is half as

large (θ = 0.4; 95% CI: 0.1, 0.6). The treatment effect per total amount transferred for

lump sum is 0.02 standard deviations for a 100 USD transfer (95% CI: 0.01, 0.04) and

11The majority of studies unfortunately lack data on a more comprehensive set of consumption expen-

ditures beyond food consumption.
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0.1 standard deviations for the median lump sum transfer amount (95% CI: 0.05, 0.2).

This evidence accords with economic theory that predicts stream transfers to translate into

more non-durable consumption and lump sum transfers into more productive investments.

4.2 Assets, income, and labor supply

Results on asset accumulation are more mixed but provide suggestive evidence in favor of

the economic intuition that lump sum transfers are more conducive to investment. Table

1 presents evidence that a 100 USD lump sum transfer facilitates asset accumulation on

the order of 23.8 USD (95% CI: 10.3, 37.7). This corresponds to a 223.8 USD increase

in the stock of assets for the median lump sum transfer (95% CI: 96.8, 354.7). While the

point estimate for the impact of a 100 USD monthly stream transfer is positive (θ = 208.3;

95%CI: -60.3, 476.0), it is not statistically significant and is half the magnitude of the

estimated impact of a cost-equivalent lump sum transfer (θ = 290.7; 95% CI: 183.7,

611.9). This finding differs from Kabeer and Waddington 2015 who report modest effects

of stream transfers on investment, however their sample is comprised entirely of CCTs.12

We detect sizeable effects for both stream and lump sum UCTs on income, as Table

2 shows. While a 100 USD monthly stream transfer results in a 27.8 USD increase

in monthly income (95% CI: 14.7, 42.0), a cost-equivalent lump sum transfer increases

income by 17.0 USD (95% CI: 8.0, 26.5). Higher incomes may be driven by a combination

of productive investment and greater labor supply. We estimate a 6.9 increase in the

likelihood of participating in the labor force per monthly 100 USD transferred for stream

transfers (95% CI: 3.3, 9.4) but we do not find that lump sum transfers cause a statistically

significant increase in labor supply (θ = 0.1; 95% CI: -0.5, 0.6). We do detect, however,

that lump sum transfers lead to an increase in productive assets, as shown in Table B.1,

12We are not aware of any previous meta-analysis that studies the effect of UCT programs on asset

accumulation.
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Panel B (θ = 9.7; 95% CI: 2.9, 17.9). This evidence suggests stream and lump sum

transfers be may raising income by different mechanisms: stream transfers lead to greater

labor supply while lump sum transfers lead to more productive investment. 13

4.3 Child development and education

In line with the literature that finds little consistent impact of cash transfers on child

development outcomes (see, Manley et al. 2022), results on height-for-age z-scores (HAZ)

and weight-for-age z-scores (WAZ) are inconclusive. In Table 2 we show that stream

transfers have a small positive impact on a pooled sample of HAZ and WAZ (θ = 0.1;

95% CI: 0.01, 0.2). However, treatment effects for stream transfers are not statistically

significant for either the HAZ or WAZ sub-samples, as shown in Table B.3. We do not

detect any effect of lump sum transfers on HAZ and WAZ (θ = 0.0; 95% CI: -0.01, 0.01),

but data limitations are severe.14

In contrast, Table 2 shows that a stream UCT of 100 USD per month increases school

enrollment by 16.8 percentage points (95% CI: 5.1, 28.6). Considering the median monthly

transfer in our sample is 22.8 USD, this translates into an increase in school enrollment

of the median stream UCT by 3.8 percentage points (95% CI: 1.2, 6.5). Broadly in line

with our results, the most recent meta-analyses on education find ameliorating effects of

cash on enrollment, attendance, completion, and dropout (Garcia and Saavedra, 2017;

Baird et al. 2014), though these studies focus exclusively (Garcia and Saavedra, 2017) or

mostly (Baird et al., 2014) on CCT programs. We do not detect any effect of lump sum

UCTs on school enrollment, but once again we have extremely limited data. 15

13Unfortunately, we lack sufficient data to comment on the impact of stream transfers on productive

assets. See Table B.1 for the impacts of stream and lump sum UCTs on different categories of assets and

Table B.2 for impacts on different components of income.
14Only two studies in our dataset report the impacts of lump sum transfers on either HAZ or WAZ

(Aggarwal et al. n.d.; Hossain et al. 2022).
15Only one study in our dataset reports the impact of a lump sum transfer on school enrollment
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4.4 Psychological well-being

As Table 2 shows, stream transfers lead to substantial increases in psychological well-

being. In particular, a transfer of 100 USD per month increases self-reported well-being

by 1.1 standard deviations (95% CI: 0.5, 1.6). Since the typical stream UCT transfers

less than 50 USD per month, we estimate the median transfer to boost well-being by 0.4

standard deviations (95% CI: 0.2, 0.6). Furthermore, when we exclude three outlier esti-

mates from the Zambia Child Grant Program (CGP), the treatment effect per monthly

100 USD is reduced to 0.4 standard deviations (95% CI: 0.2, 0.7).16 In contrast, lump

sum transfers have no effect on well-being (θ = 0.1; 95% CI: -0.5, 0.6). This is generally in

line with the literature on cash transfers and mental health that finds more modest ame-

liorating effects on subjective well-being (McGuire et al., 2022) and depression (McGuire

et al. 2022; Wollburg et al. 2023). However, these studies incorporate both UCTs and

CCTs and so it is not clear if the results are driven by either type.

4.5 Dynamic treatment effects

In Table 3, we present the dynamic effects of UCT programs by adding a covariate for

months since first transfer to our model, describing the coefficient on this covariate as

a monthly accumulation (dissipation) effect. As shown in Figure 1, the vast majority

of endline surveys across outcomes for both streams and lump sums take place between

12 and 48 months of the onset of cash transfers. We therefore urge caution in applying

our accumulation (dissipation) estimates outside of this range. There is reason to believe

outside of this time-horizon, the benefits of UCTs fade. In a 9-year follow-up of a lump

(Aggarwal et al. n.d.).
16The estimates from the Zambia CGP are not only extreme positive outliers, they are also uniquely

constructed from a binary indicator variable for whether the respondent was feeling happy/happier than

12 months ago. See supplementary materials for the complete list of all the different reported treatment

effects on psychological well-being that get standardized for analysis.
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sum UCT program, Blattman et al. (2019) find that the initial gains, which persist up

until at least 48 months, largely dissipate as the recipients’ investment levels off and the

control group catches up.

In general, we do not find a statistically significant accumulation or dissipation effects

for most outcomes. For stream transfers, we estimate a monthly accumulation effect on

total consumption of 1.8 USD per monthly 100 USD transferred (95% CI: 0.6, 2.9).

We model that by month 18, the treatment effect of a monthly 100 USD transfer on

monthly household consumption will have grown from 9.1 USD (95% CI: -14.4, 34.1)

to 40.7 USD (95% CI: 29.5, 53.1). We also detect statistically significant dissipation of

stream transfers on HAZ/WAZ but the magnitude is trivial (θ = −0.007; 95% CI: -0.012,

-0.001). We detect no statistically significant accumulation or dissipation effects for lump

sum transfers. This in and of itself is a meaningful finding. There is no evidence to

suggest that the effects of lump sum transfers dissipate within the 12 to 48 month range

where we have support.

It is important to note that the timing of endlines relative to the end of the UCT

program differs substantially for stream and lump sum UCT programs. Twenty-five of

the 30 stream programs in our main sample administer endline surveys while transfers are

ongoing or within three months of the last transfer. By contrast, all but four of the 25

lump sum programs administer follow-up surveys more than eight months after the last

transfer is disbursed. Our estimates of accumulation effects for stream transfers should

not be used to draw conclusions about how treatment effects accumulate or dissipate in

the medium- or long-term after transfers stop.

4.6 Heterogeneous treatment effects

In Table 4, we examine treatment effects from a model that adds covariates for transfer

amount and average consumption level of the control group to the dynamic effects model.
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Since our outcome variable is divided by the transfer amount, the coefficient on the transfer

amount covariate can effectively be interpreted as a squared term. It shows whether the

treatment effect per dollar is getting larger or smaller as the transfer amount increases

(our base and dynamic effects models assume treatment effects increase linearly with

transfer amount). We find either no effect or a weakly negative effect across all outcomes

for both lump sum and stream transfers. As we show in column 2, the treatment effect

of transfer amount per monthly 100 USD for stream transfers is negative and statistically

significant (θ = −0.03; 95% CI: -0.06, -0.01), but the magnitude of this negative effect is

smaller than past findings. Kondylis and Loeser 2021 estimate that a doubling of transfer

amount causes a 30% decrease in the treatment effect per total amount transferred.

Column 6 of Table 4 shows the treatment effect of the consumption level of the

sample population being 100 USD higher per 100 USD transferred. Note that a 100

USD increase amounts to nearly a doubling of household consumption for the average

study population in our sample. Columns 7 and 8 offer a comparison of the treatment

effect per 100 USD at month 18 for populations in the 20th percentile and 80th for monthly

household consumption. For stream transfers, we find that a 100 USD higher consumption

population experiences a 34.0 USD greater treatment effect on monthly food consumption

per monthly 100 USD (95% CI: 14.1, 52.6). We also estimate for stream transfers that the

treatment effect of a 100 USD increase in sample consumption level per monthly 100 USD

on food security to be a -0.6 standard deviation decrease (95% CI: -0.9, -0.3). This seeming

contradiction may be explained by the fact that food insecurity is largely experienced by

the ultra-poor, so there’s less of a margin on which higher-consumption populations can

improve their food security even if they’re spending more on food compared to lower-

consumption populations.

We don’t detect any statistically significant effects of sample consumption level on

food consumption or food security for lump sum transfers. We do estimate, however, that

the treatment effect per 100 USD transferred of a 100 USD increase in sample consumption
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level for lump sum transfers is positive for monthly total household consumption (θ = 1.6;

95% CI: 0.5, 2.6) and the stock of total assets (θ = 22.7; 95% CI: 5.2, 40.1). For both

stream and lump sum transfers, we estimate that richer samples experience a much greater

treatment effect per 100 USD transferred on monthly income as illustrated in columns 7

and 8 of Table 4. We cannot provide a clear explanation of why there seem to be higher

returns to capital in richer study samples. When we attempt to incorporate GDP per

capita as a covariate to disentangle the effect of country-level differences in treatment

effects versus within country differences in sample poverty level, we find strong evidence

of model misspecification.

4.7 Benefit-Cost Analysis

Table 5 estimates the Benefit-Cost ratios of three supposed UCT programs under various

assumptions using estimates from Tables 1 and 2. Scenario 1 considers a stream trans-

fer program that once it begins continues indefinitely, like a government universal basic

income program. The second scenario considers a stream tranfer program that continues

for 18 months and then stops. Both hypothetical stream programs deliever 55.6 USD

per month (or 1,000 USD over 18 months). The final scenario considers a simple 1,000

USD lump sum transfer program. It is important to note that the cost of the program is

assumed merely to be the total transfer amount; we don’t account for administrative and

implementation costs in our model.

Table 5 displays the benefit-cost ratios for all three scenarios of all the consumption

derived from the UCT program up until month 18 and the total consumption derived

from the program factoring the net present value of all future consumption it will cause.

Panel A uses estimates from our basic model (see Table 1) to inform its assumptions for

the consumption impacts of the UCT programs whereas panel B uses estimates from the

dynamic effects model (see Table 2).
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In Panel A, we calculate that the benefit-cost ratio of the indefinite stream program

is 0.43. This is equal to the treatment effect on monthly consumption per monthly dollar

transferred. When we incorporate the positive accumulation effect from Table 2 into our

assumptions, we find that the benefit-cost ratio of this program is 4.55. For the 18-month

stream program, our findings our similar across Panels A and B. This is because we don’t

use assume there are accumulation/dissipation effects after the transfers stop since we

lacked the data to confidently estimate this sort of effect.17 We find the 18-month stream

program has a benefit-cost ratio of 4.14 or 3.94 in Panels A and B respectively. Last, we

calculate in Panel A that the lump sum program has a 4.06 benefit-cost ratio. However,

when we incorporate a negative dissipation effect into our assumptions in Panel B, we

calculate the program has a benefit-cost ratio of only 0.83.

5 Conclusion

The large-scale expansion of randomized evaluations over the past several decades provides

an opportunity for pooling information across evaluations to make important contribu-

tions both to policy and to the adjudication of whether or not the empirical lessons from

evaluations are robust. Cash is an opportune intervention for such an exercise, not least

because the degrees of variation are more limited, and the implementation fidelity is easier

to define and less likely to vary and drive results. We conduct a meta-analysis based on

50 randomized evaluations from 26 low and middle income countries.

We present two layers of results. First, the broad average results are strong and

transcend across first-stage and second-stage outcomes. For example, the average impact

on consumption is $43 per $100 transferred per month for a stream cash transfer program

and $18 per $100 transferred under a lump sum program. For stream, this may appear to

17As previously mentioned, 25 of the 30 stream programs in the sample administer endline surveys as

transfers were ongoing or shortly after the last transfer.
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be underwater, but is likely not once two additional points are considered: Consumption

is almost invariably incompletely measured, and dynamic effects indicate the impact on

consumption increases over time. The impact on food security is likewise strong: At 18

months, a stream (lump sum) program at the median transfer amount is estimated to

improve food security by 0.8 (0.3) standard deviations. This suggests that even if food

security were the only impact to consider in a cost-effectiveness analysis, cash transfers

would likely surpass even more targeted interventions. Downstream, i.e. second-stage,

impacts are also strong and important: Psychological wellbeing, for example, improves

by 0.4 standard deviations at the median transfer amount (although lump sum programs

do not generate such an effect).

A key design feature that distinguishes different UCT programs is the disbursement

schedule, whether as a stream of payments over time or as a lump sum transfer. Often this

design decision is made based on purpose: Is the goal to support consumption (in which

case transfer monthly) or to trigger investment (in which case transfer lump-sum)? Our

meta-analysis only finds weak evidence supporting the intuition that lump sum transfers

will have a “comparative advantage” in facilitating investment while stream transfers spur

consumption increases. While we do estimate that after 18 months a lump sum transfer

will have generated asset accumulation twice as large as streams, the credibility intervals

of these estimates overlap. Indeed, on income, we find positive and sizeable treatment

effects for both stream and lump sum transfers, which calls into question whether their

ability to generate long-run investment is different to begin with. One possibility is that,

when assured of a continuing stream of cash transfers, these poor households are adept at

transferring resources across time in order to take advantage of investment opportunities.

This suggests further analysis that explores heterogeneity in outcomes with respect to

access to quality savings opportunities may be a fruitful avenue, and could motivate

the design of cash transfers that combine access to savings with stream cash flows (an

increasingly easy and low-cost add-on, given the expansion of mobile money). A second

possibility is that lump sum transfers create in a sense too much slack, and the marginal
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dollars are not spent efficiently. This could be due to other market frictions leading to

rapidly diminishing marginal returns or due to psychological mechanisms such as ‘scarcity”

(similar to the “large suitcase” versus “small suitcase” analogy put forth by Mullainathan

and Shafir, 2013)

As a second potentially important result, we find slightly diminishing marginal re-

turns with respect to transfer size. This supports the second set of results just discussed

(to explain the stream versus lump-sum differences) due to whichever of the two proposed

mechanisms. We note the coefficients on the squared term on transfer size, albeit neg-

ative, are small relative to the main effect, and we do not have the power to estimate

functional form more precisely. However, the direction (diminishing rather than expand-

ing marginal returns) is not consistent with ‘threshold” poverty trap models with large

indivisible goods. However, with such thresholds inevitably differing across people and

markets, the diminishing marginal returns that we find are not in any way dispositive of

such models.

Third, and in line with Banerjee et al. (2017), we can clearly reject the hypothesis

that cash transfers, and their implicit income effect, lead to reductions in labor supply. If

anything, we find evidence of positive income effects, which is also consistent with recent

evidence from multi-faceted “graduation” style social protection programs (Banerjee et

al., 2022).

Lastly, while we believe the preponderance of evidence and ability to aggregate re-

ported point estimates at the study-level (often with multiple estimates per study) has

shed important evidence, many questions could not be addressed with this methodologi-

cal approach. By just using reported study-wave-level point estimates, we lack sufficient

variation on many important dimensions, and some which we do have variation on could

not be included because these methods can only handle so many covariates (e.g., local

level macroeconomic conditions). Clearly more can be learned from the more arduous but
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worthy task of syncing the underlying data across these studies, similar to Meager (2019,

2022) with respect to microcredit.
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